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Corporate Academia Relationships Cell

The Corporate Academia Relationships Cell, SSCE was established June 2023 .The Journey of
Cooperation between Institution and Industry has taken accelerated pace and shapes from
decades. It has proved the necessity of increased skill enhancement practices with the
participation of industries in engineering education in all the branches. Historically, it has
started with the industry Institute Interactions and evolved as Industry Institute partnership Cell.
However, until the time that the public private partnership has evolved , industry , by far and
large not been able to work on larger education projects. With the advent of corporate
stepping into the bigger picture of Edutech sector, the academia partnership has taken a new
Dimension.

Our objective is to educate, partner with Corporates, Start UP’s, Provide the exposure of the
emerging technologies in various sectors. We aim on building capacities among the student
fraternity with the increased awareness on the employability skills alongwith the
entrepreneurial opportunities. We strongly believe in building a strong relationship and bring
the initiatives to students . We are committed to connect the students and educators to the
world of tomorrow from our Campus through this partnership. The Corporate Academia
Relationships Cell is established to build Capacities, Nurture students with the employability
skills and bridge the expectations.

We, at Sri Sairam College of Engineering would work for the holistic development of students
through accelerated interactions, Real time projects, Internships, Research Opportunities, MVP
building , Student exchange programs , Collaborations through MOU’s, Establishing the Centre



of Excellence, Industry Sponsored Labs to educate Next generation technologies in the areas
of branches of Engineering

We Intend to Connect the students to a larger Industry network through various programs and
strongly echo our Intention of establishment’ EDUCATE, COLLABORATE and SUSTAIN”
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